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Replacing A Bicycle Seat 
Replacing a standard bicycle seat in approximately 5 minutes.


The following steps demonstrate how to successfully remove an older bicycle seat, and replace 
with the CUSHBIKE extra comfort bicycle seat.


Seats vary slightly, so we hope you find the following information helpful.


You are replacing your bicycle seat at your own risk. We are not responsible for any damage 
caused while following the suggestions below.


Tools Used 
13mm and 14mm hexagon socket and wrench.


Appropriate sized allen key.


If bolts are rusted, you could use WD40 to 
penetrate through the rust before loosening. 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Step 1 
For this bicycle seat, a 14mm hexagon socket was used 
to loosen the seat post from the bicycle seat.


For this demonstration, the bicycle stem was removed 
from the bicycle so that the seat could be replaced on a 
hard surface.





Step 2 
Remove the seat post from the bicycle seat, and place 
the seat post into your new bicycle seat.





Step 3 
A 13mm hexagon socket was used to loosen and tighten 
the seat post from the bicycle seat. You may need to use 
a 14mm hexagon socket or an adjustable spanner on the 
opposite side to prevent the nut from spinning. 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Other Seat Types 
Your bicycle seat may be held on with a slightly different clamp than shown above.


You may find the following steps useful.




Step 1

Using an appropriate sized allen key, 
loosen the nut on the back of the bicycle 
seat, but don’t completely remove it.

Slide off the bicycle seat.





Step 2

Remove the nut from one side of the CUSHBIKE extra comfort bicycle seat and remove the bolt. 

Slide out the piece as shown in the 3rd picture.


Step 3

Slide the CUSHBIKE extra comfort bicycle seat onto your seat post in the same way that you 

removed the old seat in step 1.
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